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              MICROCLIMATIC STUDY, III
A WORKING METHOD FOR FINDING AUSTAUSCH
      COEFFICIENTS FROM THE RECORDS OF
           TEMPERATURE FLUCTUATIONS

         BY
 KEN•icm TAKASU
(Received Janu(u'y -P8, 1952)

1. Introduction

   ln spite of tremendous development achieved in the rea!m of atmospheric turbulence,
the modern niet'eorology has so far been prevented from further deveiopment by lack of
quantitative studies on the Austausch coefficient. Especially in the fieid of the micro-

meteorology concerning the lowest layer of the atmosphere, deficiency in the data has
been preventing successful solution of many vital prob!ems. Since Sverdrup (1> has
started to solve the similar problem on the snow fie!d, several reports have been pub-
lished, but remarkable disagreement was seen in the values of the Austausch coeMcient.
   As is w-ell k'nown, the methods of finding the Austausch coethcient can be divided
into the following two ways : the indir'ect method, in which the Austausch coeMcient is
calcuiated from the variation and distribution of mean state using the equation of eddy
transfer, and the direct method, which dea!s w-ith derivation from the mean state owing
to the turbuient m!xifig. The latter seems to be better for caiculating the Austausch
coethcient during a certain period of time at a certain place. It seems quite natural to
the present writbmr (2) who devised a new type self-recorder and obtained the records of
srnall turbulent oscillation, to attempt to calculate the Austausch coethcient from these
records. The writer origina!ly wished to apply Erte!'s method (3) which had looked
most suitable for our purpose, but gave up the scheme, since some doubt arose in the
principle of the method, and therefore decided to make a worklng method suitable for
calculation of the coethcient from the records he had obtained, by improv!ng the older
method.

2. Discussion on ffesselberg's method

   The prlnciple of Hesse!berg's method (4) is as follo'ws :-
   (i) The oscillating period of turbulence is at ran'dom, but there exists the rnean
period P which is almost constant. This P is significant.
  Gi ) The rxtixing length l can tak'e any va!ue between e and SPw, but for convenience
the mean value tPw is adopted for l, where w is the vertica! cornponent of the eddy
velocity, namely :

I m- -gp..
      4

(1)

  <iiD Then the Austausch coethcient A == - plETI, where p is the density of the air,

becomes
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xc{. = : IP,oift•2 ,
<2)

and when w obeys Maxwe!l's distribution law we' have

     1
A == rtJ',ok, (3)

where lris a certain unknown constant.
   In 6rder to use eqtiatlon (2>, it is necessary to know about zv2. It is well known,
however, that measurement of w is extremely dithcult. While, equation (3) does not
give directly tlne numerical va!ue of the Austausch ceeracient A because of the
unlmown const-ant k".
   Althottgh we m,ay lay aside the fact that the assumption <1> for tbe mixing length g
seems to be somewhat too bald, yet II[esselberg's methed still suffers from a drawback'
that it is extremely dithcult to obtain the mean period P in random fiuctuation and in
practice considerable personal error in obtaining x't cannot be avoided.

3. Di. seusslon on Ertel 's method

  The princlple of Ertel's' method (3) is
   ( D Let s be a fiuctuating e!ement,
height. Then,wehave'

as follows :-
g its time-mean, l' the mixing length and Ncr the

    - ff ,9
s --  s -F l Etillf ' (q)

which gives

l--
s- ;,
ofig/6, •

Thus, the mixing length l can be calculated by using the values of s-S and ofiglez as
obtained from the observed records.
   (ii) As to the relationshlp between l and zv, Ertel adopted Prandtl's assumptions
l ec u, tt cc zv and assumed that

                                 J -ww - civ, (5)
where c is a certain unknown constant.
  (iii) Then the Austausch coeficient A == - pwl becomes

        "A =: ctozv-` ==
,o (s - 3i)L'

c(og/a:.)pt
(e))

   Gv) For the unlmown constant c in this eqtiation Hesselberg made use of the valtie
-i,I', but Ertel attempted to eliminate it by assuming that s should be conserved. Then

we have

                                  ds                                   ai == O• (7)
Since, however, o"gfont == o ,it follows frorn (7> that
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                               -#.S,--2v-gS.1, (s)

which gives ' ' '                              I•'v'lwl=IZgtl/3SM.-., (g)

0n the other hand, we have, from (4) and (5);

                            nwiL--71i--,ii,f/,gi). (io)

If we assume that the turbu!ent velocity w obeys Gauss's distribution law, the fol!owing
Cornu's re!ation may be used :

                               9mu2"2 -- 7r l/ zo21. ('l l)

Thus, the Austausch coethc2ent A becomes ultimarely

                  A == ,,,Ji,IJ!i2 :i,,I71riti,,f =:,,.gls iilo/e'Y6a,,s)/,.ontt .a•2)

   Ertel (3) has further made a refinement and has given the following expression for
the Austausch coethcient. Thus,

                           A-= ,o S"i({),g;i89.;.M/O`), (i3)

where Sm means the mean deviation in the sense of the theory of errers. In practice,
Sm(s) and Sm(6s!0t) can be obtained as follows by using observed values st (i -- 1, 2,•••,n)

taken at equa! time-interval dt from the records :

                          S'"(S) -nv 4/Åí/(8.- "S`)'2,

                      s)n(os/ot) =: ,l:; "v!.ii-II(:"tl,IIi s`'2 .

  The above formula (13) can be applled in practice to calculating the Austausch
coeMcient by using acutual observed records, and indeed 'Lettau (5) tried to apply the
formula, but no adeqttate records could be found.
  The above Erte!'s method is characteristic in that the unknown constant c is elimi-
nated by introducing the va!ue of as16t,but this very point is not entlre!y free from
question.
  Eq. (7) or eq. (8) conveys the same idea as eq. (4), and both are based upon the as-
sumption of the conservation of the fluctuating physical element which is transported
by moving eddies. But, differentiation of.(4) with respectto the time gives

                                os olag•
                                et etox'

which is not'in accord with (8), since31!'Ot=i=zv.
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  As an another exampie, let us consider a simple model such as s ==s+asinat. In
this case, l is found to be proportional to sinot, and since as!Ot == - aacosot, w is pro-
portional to cosat. Thus, the re!ation (5) betweenl and w can no longer be always
satisfied independently of the time. •In other words, the two relations (4) and (8)
contradict to each other, proving failure of Ertel's method.

4. A working method proposed by the present author

  Following the priciple mentioned above and combining Ertel's intermediate formuia
(6), namely :

                              A == p(s"- g)il
                                  c(as/ag)-

wlth Hesselberg's relation c =iP, the present author nowproposes a working formula
of the form:

                             'A.=='Sg' EeS g7ai)) ;'' ' (i`)

Then the coethcient of eddy transfer can be calculated by using our observed records :
  <D Acutually, the fiuctuating curves appeared on the records are the result of
superposition of the oscMations with variotts periods and amplitudes, and the shorter
the period, the !arger the mechanical decaying factor of the amp!itude, so that the
variation with extreraely short period disappears from our records. Hence we must
examine the influence of tke existence of such an extreme!y short periodic oscil!ation
upon the Austausch coeMclent.
  If we assurae that s - s" -- asinat with a =:2rrfP, we have, from (14),

                           ••p                          a2.Z)mii sin2atdt .
                     im 4,o d -.9"a-p 1                   A-IP (aslalo2)2 th p (asm/e.e)L''

or

                            A= R.g,, iSQ (og l!o,)2, (i5)

where R ( =2a) is the range of the oscillation.
  Thus, it is found that the Austausch coeMcient A !s proportional to R2fP, so that if
.RiEfA << R221A the coeMcient A is not affected by the existence of the oscillation with
R,2!P,.
  (ii) The time scale of our recorder is of about 1 millimetres per IO seconds, so that
the rnean value and.range over 20 seconds .were calculated.
  (a) Letsbe the mean value over 20seconds and also letgbe the mean va!ue ofs
over le minutes. Using these values we calcuiate the value of Ai as defined by

                           Kt---A,":;.Åí3,7,;-.lgl• (ie})

This formula can legitimately be used, sitice there are more than thirty values of s- g

taken from the records. If n is the nurnber of maximum or minimum poinbs of the
variation curve of s-g, the mean period P is given by (10 Å~ 60)lnsec, although not
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always clear-cut as desired.
  (b) Our recorder is not fast enough to be capab!e of reading several points within
20 seconds, and a more rapidly rolling recorder must be ernployed. Thus, we are obliged
to assume s-s-xRsin(2ntfP) with P== 20sec for the variations with2n 20 seconds,
where R ls the mean va!ue over 10 minutes of the ranges (i. e. maximum minus mini-
mum) in 20 seconds interval. Then we calcqlate the va!ue of A, as•defined by

                          J<, == ls -- -4io(og9g,),,. (i7)

   (iiD If Ai>>A., then Ai may be regarded as the Austausch coeMcient. But, jf
Aii"A, or Ai <A,, some dificu!ties arise. Since the Austausch coethcient A is be!ieved
to depend upon the time scale, the difference between Ai and A. may be caused by the
scale differences. Further discussion on this point wM be made in due time.
  Gv) In applying the author's working method of calculating the Attstausch coera-
cient, it ls necessary to know the vaiue of 3glaz. It often occurs that the vaiue of A

depeRds more upon (5S!62)2 th'an upon (s-S)e, so that th'e more precise value of' 0S!02
is requested. In order to obtain such a precise value of 6glOa, it is desitab!e to make
use of the junctions made specially for this purpose. Since, however, the number of
junctions is limited in the actual observations, such a value may be obtained, in most
cases, graphically from the values of temperatures at several heights. Therefore,
considerable persona! error cannot be avoided. It is to be noted here that the above
method of calculating the value of A is by•no means app!icable to all cases, since it is
not seldom that the value of o"gla2 cannot be obtained directly.

5. An indireÅët method of calculating A frorn the mean state

  As an addendurn, an indirect method of calculating the Austausch coethcient A from
the rnean state is given. Let us assume that the following relation holds good:

                       Zgt--8,(K[]is,.), (Km-A,,).

(When g represents the temperature, this relation does not always ho!d good in case
when the radiation effects as well as other effects are taken into account.) Also we
take for 6glOt the value of dsldt in 5 or 10 minutes. We estimate the values of 0231o"22

and Sg16z graphically from the vertical distribution curve of s.
  Let a first approximation of K be Ki which is given by

                                    L- n-                              K, =- 3";/gi/Ss,,.

Then, making use of the value of 6Kif62 as obtained by plotting the value of Ki against
height, the value of K can be calculated approximately by the fo!lowing eqtiat!on :

                         K =- (i":.8, - 031,I.i llis.)/3i"llil .

6. Anexample
  (i) Data: The survey over the frozen !ake of Suwa, from 15h05m to 10M on Feb. 1,
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1943. The original record is given on Plate I.
,. ,.(ii) The variation of 20 sec mean temperatures and the vertica! ,distribution of
meap temperature are show. n in Fig. i.
  .(iii) The r,esults of observation for 10 minutes from 15h05M to 15M are-shown in

Table l. ,
                                Table 1.

Height e("c) R (aC)
g",

(s - s)e

  crn500 i- -O.91
100 i' -2.25
so l be2.4s

    I 2e I -2.6s
 5'i -3.07

O.25

O.20

e.27

e.25

O.20 '

-- 3;ilÅ~
    2 O.074

O.066

O.Q98

O.066

O.035

KI Ks

I 63o
I 26.?.

i 242
1
I 54.3
I
li 3.42
l

199

59.5

6Z4
 19.3

 l.4S

  (iv. ) The yesults for 5 minutes as obtained by appiying the indirect method ar.e
shown in Table 2 below.

Tab!e 2.

Height mean temp.
5t)ibu10nt IOriirm15rn

sooC'ii I

loe

se

2e

 5

'- 1.0ge

-2.38
-2.62
-2.80

-3.09

-O.730

-2.11

-2.35
-2.57

tr3D4

de
f"

F

e.36e

O.27

O.27

O.23

O.05

3o7'i'l
l•

ko
{

     i
Height l

     I 5ii}-10m

'f'

10m-15ni

  dee
••- dex

i

l sm-lem leni-lstii

 o'oe

 100
. 50
  20

  5

Clll

 2.l2-Å~ 10-3

 4.4 il
 5.4 u
 9.0     !1I2&o ,,

         i
 2,5-E-Å~le-3 i a".?.xlO:-6 3.2Å~10-S

 4.1 t! 1 1.3xlO-:;', o.9Å~10 t-o.
         I     ,! ii- 4-.OXIO=-5 7.4Å~lo-tr) 5.6
         i•ll.O !! i 2.1Å~10•-4 ,43><IO-
     ,!• i 1.0Å~10-3 .1.8Å~le{S42.0
         I

t

Height .
       aee    6e
Ki =" ' 5T/ tw'x2

i    oe aK, ae
    at ax oxK=      o2e
      -x;      o-:

5m-10tn 10in-15ui I shi-10m 10m-l5m
  cTti i
500

100

 50

 20

 5
    l

285

69.1

 22.5

 3.65
 e.17

      i'
375 l 40.5
100 ir l92
 122 81.0      l l.78 l 7.23
      , o.og I o.gs

78.2

4e6

 i3.1

 2Sl
 1.7
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The record of temperatures over the frozen
at 15h 05M-10M, Feb. 1 1943.

(Weather : CIear and calm)

lake of Suwa.
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